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Subjective Paper

• Attempt any two questions; each question carries 20 marks.
• All Questions must be attempted in English only

Q:1 How many languages are spoken in all over the Pakistan? Discuss those in detail.

Q:2 Why Muslim League was established in Indian Sub-Continent and what has been its role in the movement of Pakistan?

Q:3 Define democracy and its essential conditions for success in Pakistan.

Q:4 Define state and explain the functions of a modern welfare state.

Q:5 What do you know about Pakistan –China Relations? Discuss it in historical perspective.

Q:6 Have you ever travelled on Rapid bus service(metro Bus service) in Lahore? Discuss its pros and cons.

Q:7 you have witnessed the present state of floods in entire Pakistan, which are reasons and how this issue can be addressed? Give your suggestions.

Q:8 Pakistan had to face many problems since its inception in 1947, elaborate those initial problems.
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Objective Paper

Fill in the blanks;

  a) Chief minister of Baluchistan is -----------------------------

  b) ----------------------------- was the first president of Pakistan.

  c) Opposition leader in the National assembly is -----------------------------

  d) ----------------------------- is situated in the east of Pakistan.

  e) System of “Basic Democracies” was introduced by--------------------------in the 1962 constitution.

  f) The common border between Pakistan and Afghanistan is called-----------------------------.

  g) Gandhara, the center of culture and civilization dated back to 2500 years ago, is situated nowadays in the city -----------------------------.

  h) World war II was started in the year -----------------------------.

  i) First charter of Human rights was-----------------------------
j) SAARC stands for

Encircle the right option;

a) On 11th sep, 1948 India attacked on

Hayderabad dakan   jammu & Kashmir   Manawa state   Juna Gardh

b) Common characteristics in people of Pakistan is;

Dress  Language  Habit  Islam

c) ----------------------------------helped Pakistan in the construction of Kamra Complex.

Iran  Saudi Arab  Afghanistan  China

d) Exact Number of Muslim League’s members in the Interim government 1946 was

2  3  4  5

e) Who was the author of; “Pakistan naguzeer Tha”?

Dr safdar mehmood  Abdul Haleem sharer  Sir syed Ahmed Khan  Syed Hasan Riaz

f) The area from Rawalpindi to Peshawar is called

Gandhara  Central Punjab  Taxila  Harrapa

g) Name of the poet who wrote “Musadas –e- hali is

Ameer Khusro  Altaf Husain  Mir taqi mir  Khawaja dard

h) ECO was established in the year


i) War of independence was fought in

1857  1856  1855  1858

j) Year of Simla deputation was

1909  1908  1907  1906